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RENOVOTEC INTRODUCES HIGH SPEED TEMPERATURE 
SCREENING SYSTEM FOR THE COVID-19 ENVIRONMENT 
--At-entrance, AI-driven thermal imaging system detects above-normal 
temperatures within two seconds 
--Provides a fast, early and accurate health alert for all temperature-related 
illnesses including COVID-19, colds and flu 
--Suitable for high-volume-personnel distribution centres, factories, stadia, 
airports and offices 
--Successfully piloted in two production facilities  
--“This system is a game changer. It will help to protect worker safety and has 
the potential to save time and money by optimising attendance levels” says 
Renovotec managing director Richard Gilliard 

 
For immediate release 4 November 2020---Renovotec, the UK’s fastest growing 

rugged hardware, software and services provider for supply chain companies is 

introducing a new high speed, accurate, data-secure and non-contact temperature 

screening system for at-entrance use in distribution centres and factories, stadia, 

airports and larger offices. Honeywell’s ThermoRebellion™ system uses AI and 

thermal imaging technology to read skin temperature as individuals pass in front of 

its high resolution camera, generating an above-normal reading within two seconds 

that can indicate the presence of temperature-related illnesses including COVID-19, 

colds and flu.  

 

The system uses a thermal image of the individual to determine skin temperature by 

focusing on facial features such as the inner canthi of the eye. It has already been 

successfully piloted in two of Honeywell’s US production facilities. 

 

“This system is a game changer. It will help to protect worker safety and has the 

potential to save time and money by optimising attendance levels” says Renovotec 

managing director Richard Gilliard. 

 

ENDS 

Company background (www.renovotec.com) 

Renovotec is the UK’s fastest growing provider of rugged hardware software and services 
for supply chain users. The company’s approach to rugged hardware purchase and rental is 
customer-driven and manufacturer-independent. 



 
Renovotec’s rugged-hardware-as-a-service (r-HaaS) combines ongoing user support with 
zero capital outlay, allowing companies to scale their hardware flexibly, and with confidence. 

Renovotec is an expert in field mobility service technology running on rugged mobile 
devices, and is the UK’s leading exponent of automatic data capture (AIDC) on rugged and 
mobile hardware using voice, scanning and RFID technology.  

 

 

 


